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A gift subscription to Hawkins 
County’s oldest newspaper makes 

a GREAT gift for any occasion! 
Call 272-7422.
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Come Test Drive a 2020 Subaru today! 
Get special rates on select 2020 Subaru vehicles — August 1 through August 31.
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NASHVILLE — 
If you haven’t 
already received 
a mysterious, un-

solicited package of seeds in 
your mailbox — with Chinese 
lettering on the envelope 
— don’t be surprised if one 
shows up soon.

Persons in more than 30 
states so far have reported 
receiving strange packages 
with Chinese lettering on the 
exterior and, inside, plastic 
baggies of seeds of random 

plant varieties.
The whole thing could 

be some sort of marketing 
scheme or foreign inter-
net scam, officials say, but 
concern is growing that 
there could be some deeper, 
more sinister purpose, with 
officials warning persons to 
not open the packages, plant 
the seeds, or to attempt to 
contact the sender or return 
the seeds.

The packages appear to 
have been shipped from 
mainland (communist) 
China and contain Chinese 
wording on the outside 

container that supposedly 
advertises an assortment of 
products ranging from toys 
to jewelry.

But inside are no toys or 
jewelry ... just small bags 
of the mysterious seeds, 
and that has agriculture 
officials from coast-to-coast 
concerned, and warning 
recipients to not plant the 
seeds because they could be 
invasive or harmful species 
that, once introduced into 
an area — as was the case 
with kudzu in America in the 
1930s — become difficult if 
not impossible to eradicate 

or control.
Some of the seed appears 

to be from sunflowers, while 
others look like pumpkin, 
squash, or other species of 
flowers or vegetables.

But, some also warn, that 
is no guarantee that the 
seeds are what they appear 
to be, with some speculating 
that — while specifics on 
testing are not yet available 
at this point — the seed 
could possibly be infected 
with fungi or diseases that 
could, if introduced into the 

DO NOT PLANT THEM: 

This photo is of a packet of the unsolicited Chinese seeds that was delivered to an address in Ohio. Persons in more than 30 
states, including Tennessee, are reporting the delivery of similar packages in their own mailboxes.

Mysterious, unsolicited packages of Chinese 
seeds showing up in mailboxes
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A small, 17.5-acre island 
located on the Holston River 
within Church Hill’s city 
limits will soon have its name 
changed from “Negro Island” 
to “Silver Lake Island.”

This comes after the U.S. 
Board on Geographic Names 

(USBGN) recently contacted 
the city and asked for the 
Board of Mayor and Aldermen 
to recommend a new name for 
Negro Island, as the USBGN 
said the current name is “a 
name considered offensive” 
and is “racially offensive.”

“They’re asking the board to 
vote to rename this island, and 
they gave us two names we 

could use: Silver Lake Island 
and Solitude Island,” Church 
Hill Mayor Dennis Deal told 
the BMA at their July meeting. 
“We could name it whatever 
we wanted to, but those are 
the two names that they threw 
out there. They feel like it is 
appropriate to rename it. I 
support this 100% and hope 
the board will too.”

City Recorder Josh Russell 
told the board that this par-
ticular island is located in the 
Silver Lake area of the Holston 
River and inside the ‘Solitude 
Bend.’

“That’s why they gave us 
those two names,” Russell 
said. “We can name it ‘Silver 

Church Hill BMA votes to give local 
island less racially offensive name
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A Tuesday-morning press release 
from Church Hill Health Care and 
Rehab Center confirmed that 13 em-
ployees and 19 residents have tested 
positive for COVID-19.

On Wednesday morning, CHHCRC 
reported that one of the residents 
who tested positive for COVID-19 has 
passed away.

This cluster of cases contributed to 
the largest spike in new COVID-19 cas-
es in Hawkins County over a four-day 
period since the pandemic crisis began 
in March.

Just between Friday and Monday, 62 
new cases were reported in the county. 
13 were reported on Friday, 12 on Sat-
urday, 24 on Sunday, 13 on Monday, 18 
on Tuesday, and 12 on Wednesday.

As of Wednesday, the county had a 
total of 254 cases confirmed and prob-
able since March; 300 positive tests; 
4,551 negative tests; 174 active cases; 
77 recovered; and three deaths.

COVID-19 related death
“We are heart-broken to report a 

resident of Church Hill Health Care 
peacefully passed away Sunday at our 

Thirteen employees, 
19 residents of Church 
Hill Health Care test 

positive for COVID-19
One COVID-associated 

resident death

COURTESY OF THE TENNESSEE 
DEPT. OF HEALTH

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. – The Ten-
nessee Department of Health’s North-
east Regional Health Office is remind-
ing residents of the availability of free 
testing for COVID-19 in the community.

There are a variety of organizations 
providing free COVID-19 testing 
throughout the Northeast Region. 
Some organizations require people with 
health insurance to use it for the free 
test. Testing for each organization is 
based on capacity of available staffing 
and test kit availability. Some organi-
zations have an age requirement. Many 
organizations require people seeking 

COVID-19 testing 
availability through 

Tennessee Department 
of Health
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